AGM Feature Presentation

The Nō Ka ‘Oi Drone Guys And The Nova Scotia Lighthouse Project
Why is Low Point threatened? Why are there “keepers” in
Cape Sharp and Spry Bay? What would you see if you could
walk off the cliffs of St. Mary’s, climb outside to the top of Cape
Sable, or surf the breeze and soar over Rook Island?
The Nō Ka ‘Oi Drone Guys invite you to learn the answers to
these questions and more during their presentation at the
NSLPS Annual General Meeting. Larry Peyton & Cory Webb –
the Drone Guys – will not only be speaking about the
experiences, challenges and achievements of their personal
hobby venture, but will also be sharing video footage of
lighthouses they’ve obtained while using a drone for their
“#NovaScotia #LighthouseProject”.
Having made appearances on Canada AM, CBC News, the
Rick Howe Radio Show, and Global Halifax Morning Show, as
well as interviewed for stories by several traditional and
internet broadcasters and publications, including CTV National
News, CTV Live At Five, and The Chronicle Herald, the Nō Ka ‘Oi Drone Guys are promising a
flavorful, insightful and fun presentation that shouldn’t be missed.
Oh… and they’ll also be bringing the drone.
Larry Peyton
A proud Newfoundlander, Larry has an intrinsic appreciation for the rugged
beauty of his home province and the Maritimes. Enthralled with the visual
perspectives and potentials of quadcopter video capture, he began
operating drones in March 2015. Larry has used a drone to capture video
in Newfoundland & Labrador, Nova Scotia, Alberta, Florida and Hawaii.
Since June 2015, his video footage has been obtained with the use of a
DJI Phantom 3 Advanced, though he still operates other UAVs for fun.
With the exception of audio recording, all video post-production tasks are
completed by Larry, who is exceedingly passionate about producing quality
visual art.

Cory Webb
A born and raised Nova Scotian, Cory is extremely proud of his province,
and hence is focused on capturing its landscapes and lighthouses for
others to appreciate. During the drone flights, Cory maintains constant
visual presence of the quadcopter while also providing navigational advice.
For video post-production, he either composes new music or records
instrumental versions of original songs from “Saxby’s Gale”, a Celtic-punk
band in which both he and Larry perform. A musician since high school,
Cory plays guitar, mandolin, bass and some percussive instruments.

